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Toyota HYBRID Racing Car Wins “Race Car of the Year” 
 

Crown Motors Limited (CML) is delighted to announce that, Toyota TS030 HYBRID 

delivered its remarkable debut season with three wins in FIA World Endurance 

Championship, gaining its first victory in Sao Paulo Brazil station, followed by two 

consecutive wins in Fuji Japan station and Shanghai China station. On top of these 

delightful results, Toyota TS030 HYBRID and Toyota Hybrid System – Racing were 

named “Race Car of the Year” and “Powertrain of the Year” respectively at the annual 

Professional Motorsport World Awards 2012 in city of Cologne, Germany, rewarding its 

industry-leading eco technology and excellent performance.   
“I’d like to thank the whole team at Toyota Motorsport GmbH who designed, developed, 

produced and ran the TS030 Hybrid in 2012,” said John Litjens, project leader chassis, 

TMG. “It has really been a team effort and to mark our debut season with three wins, plus 

an award like this, is a credit to everyone. It is particularly appropriate to receive this 

award in Cologne as the TS030 Hybrid chassis really was born in this city.”  
The Toyota Hybrid System – Racing, featuring an all-new, 3.4-liter, 530PS petrol V8 and 

a 300PS hybrid system with supercapacitor storage, has already demonstrated 

impressive levels of performance and stamina in the FIA World Endurance 

Championship. Heartening everyone in the team, the award for this time is a further 

recognition to the great work carried by Toyota Motorsport GmbH.  

 

As a pioneer of innovative HYBRID technology, Toyota committed to apply it not only to 

professional racing cars, but also to various passenger cars and MPVs. Regarding green 

driving as an irresistible trend in the industry, Crown Motors keeps introducing a wide 

range of Toyota hybrid passenger cars to HK market since 2001, from lighthearted Prius 

C to luxurious Alphard, fulfilling customers’ needs of all kinds. Added to its diversification, 

Toyota hybrid passenger cars are renowned for its incredible fuel efficiency, as some 

models enjoy $0.6 extraordinarily low cost in petrol for every kilometer, plus the tax 

deduction for EFV from government. Credited to the above, Toyota hybrid cars have 

been receiving warm welcome in the market since its launch.    



 

 

 

As the sole distributor of Toyota in Hong Kong, Crown Motors Limited enjoys being in the 

reflected glory of Toyota’s impressive performance. Crown Motors Limited continues to 

pursue its “Customer First” service motto, fulfilling a diverse range of customer needs 

with the best quality of services and products.  
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On top of the three wins in FIA World Endurance Championship, Toyota TS030 gained 

“Race Car of the Year” at the annual Professional Motorsport World Awards 2012.  



 

 

    

 

Toyota Hybrid System – Racing was named “Powertrain of the Year” at the annual 

Professional Motorsport World Awards, rewarding its industry-leading eco technology 

and excellent performance. 


